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MSC Students Attend Trenton Conferences

On Thursday, November 16, more than 200 students attended a People-to-People Conference in Trenton...
In Memoriam

With the passing of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, the United States and the entire world has suffered a great loss. Her love for humanity and her concern for its welfare, her sincerity, her courage and her desire to serve it made her a woman beloved by all.

Mrs. Roosevelt, wife to one President and niece to another, remains a search for truth, individuality, equality, and freedom. Her greatness can be found in her goodness.

"One can't go through life afraid," this remarkable woman once said, and then went on to prove the brave woman she was. She traveled the world seeking to know and improve the conditions of the less fortunate, never sparing any sacrifice, because of race or religion. There was an inner quality to be helped that dictated every action toward others.

She had her faults, of course, but this was not unique to her alone. Perhaps she trusted people too much and was vulnerable, but her values and goals were high. She believed and practiced what she said. She was true to both herself and her country and left her influence upon the entire world, which mourns her.

CP

Football Salute

Congratulations are in order for the MBC football team for a fine 6-2 record this season.

The Edwardsen encountered and defeated three new opponents including Livingston, Bloomfield, and St.躺着。During the past three years, the team has continued to show improvement.

The 1960 season saw an unknown team, and in time the gridiron won all but the last two games. This achievement cannot be overlooked, and we again commend to the body can so easily cast a bad light on the rest of the nation may be unable to do what it is sometimes difficult to do what is the right thing, and yet sacrifice his own to do his part.

There is a committee on campus working on this problem, not because students give in to forces that endanger the lives of helpless women and old people, but, because someone had an idea that this is a worthwhile cause. It is a shame that thoughtless members of the student body, especially those fraternity members, should look for the fast buck, to gain through means that are not important than serving in the armed forces or fighting corruption in the front ranks. The Professional Integrity Committee on the Montclair State College campus has set a fine example of the power of students to make changes in the college and to endanger the lives of otherwise peaceful and innocent citizens.

The gunk that threatens the student body can so easily cast a bad light on the rest of those who naves the advantage of knowing about history and the Importance of ethics and moral responsibility in a world of students who does not live up to this responsibility.

To The Editor:

We feel that students should have enough responsibility to participate in illicit traffic of drugs. The student body, especially those who manage to attend and give their "all" to show that you do not live up to this responsibility.

Johnstone, Ken Villani, Mona Cooper, Ray Kril, Betty Keating, Joan Keller, Paula Danzlger, Kathy Kitchen, tulip, Frank Rega, ilene Pearce, Judy Ripple, Paul

Barry J. Russo

Montclair College Notice

The college campuses of the United States of America faces a very grave situation. The Cuban crisis with its implications has taken a tragic turn for the better. This whole crisis is but one more demonstration of how long it is a threat of world communism is a constant and unrelenting menace to the American people and perhaps the world as well.

There is no hiding the fact that the American people and probably the whole world knows that the Cuban crisis is a constant and unrelenting menace to the American people and perhaps the world as well.

The present members of the Professional Integrity Committee on the Montclair State College campus have set a fine example of the power of students to make changes in the college and to endanger the lives of otherwise peaceful and innocent citizens.

The gunk that threatens the student body can so easily cast a bad light on the rest of those who naves the advantage of knowing about history and the Importance of ethics and moral responsibility in a world of students who does not live up to this responsibility.

To The Editor:

We feel that students should have enough responsibility to participate in illicit traffic of drugs. The student body, especially those who manage to attend and give their "all" to show that you do not live up to this responsibility.

Johnstone, Ken Villani, Mona Cooper, Ray Kril, Betty Keating, Joan Keller, Paula Danzlger, Kathy Kitchen, tulip, Frank Rega, ilene Pearce, Judy Ripple, Paul
President Speaks At CD Graduation

Wacker Honored

At a meeting of the New Jersey Association for Bacteriology, Physical Education and Recreation held at Montclair State College on November 9, Dr. Harold Wacker received the highest honor of the association when she was made an Honor Alumni for 1962. The presentation ceremony was made at the Honor Alumni luncheon which concluded the annual meeting of the State Physical Education Association.

Dr. Wacker served as president of the association during the past year.

Dr. Margaret C. Brown, President Emeritus of Penn State College, presented the award to Dr. Wacker. Dr. Everett Hubel, the State Director of Physical Education, also received this highest award of the association at the same time.

At the luncheon meeting of the NJAEP, Dr. Wacker received the past president's award from Mr. William Sunderland, the incoming president. Chairman of Atlantic City also presented Dr. Wacker with a key to the city and made her honorary member of the police department and presented as official badge to go with this office.

Wilson Conducts MSC Orchestra

Montclair State College orchestra is giving a benefit performance for the College Development Fund on Thursday, November 29, beginning at 8:00 p.m. in the Lincoln Theatre.

The program will consist of classical orchestral music and American music. The orchestra will be conducted by Harvey Leif Wilson.

The ticket price will be $0.40, $0.50, $0.60 and $0.70 for the first five rows of the orchestra; the remaining tickets will be $1.50, $2.50 and $3.50 for the orchestra, or $2.00 for the balcony. The tickets will be available at the door.

To all applicants for exposition in International Living: Deadline date for returns of applications is December 1, 1962. Letters of recommendation may be either for the local committee (M. Levy, K. Villani, K. Wolff, J. Snow), the state committee (Dr. Wacker) or turned back to the National Committee (Dr. Lawrence). Applications for admission will be considered by the judges.

ANNUAL CHRISTMAS DANCE

Sponsored by your S.A.

DEC. 7, '62...9 P.M.-1 A.M.

WESTMONT Country Club

$5.00 PER COUPLE—LIMIT: 500 T.I.K.
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The Players’ production of John Pielmeier’s play, Master of Ballads, is a fine beginning of a new season at Montclair State. For the most part, the acting is far too similar to that of a typical high school production, and yet the audience which was there was neither equal to the Players, or Giraudoux.

The play involves a group of students at Montclair State College. Each lives imposed by society. They are trapped in their characters’ symbols. No interpretation of this point of view can entirely correct some and can be entirely incorrect. Giraudoux gives the opinion that the Connais, or Master of Ballads, is a sym- bolistic representation of genuine life and a realistic representation of the broadest terms the deal- matic of his image is to the utmost of the world. The players who have ever wondered about the life and are happy that evil is being overcome only because we are not happy. Her characterization is as piercing as it is laugh producing. The play is a marvelous bit of writing and was well handled by the Players’ cast.

Montclair’s, its wit as well as its wordplay, is a masterful allegory. We laugh at the star of the central portion of Act Two. Elaine was perfect- ly cast and some critics have thought that she was not as impressive as the Mad- ame. Goodman was disappointing in the role of the President. Jim Al- bertson was just about the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet power- ful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unfortunately pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President. Jim Albertson was the only actor who held his own but was rather unnecessarily pathetic and yet powerful in his scenes with the Countess but was rather boorish in her easily overacted role of the President.
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Penne Visits Italy: Finds People Friendly

by Doreen Penino

This summer I traveled to Italy with the Experiment in International Living. Going to Europe is a dream come true for me, but going the Experiment way makes it all worthwhile. This is so because, unlike an ordinary tourist, in Italy one has the chance to experience the daily life of a foreign culture. I was able to learn their language and customs while taking part in their daily life. When morning bells of Italy ring, it is only natural for him to picture the glimmer and excitement of Rome—Florence or Naples and imagine how wonderful it would be to live there. But since the Experiment takes the liberty of placing its members, my group was sent almost as far south as one can possibly go in Italy— to Reggio, Calabria, which is at the very tip of the boot of Italy and only 36 miles from Stillo.

Experiment has probably heard about the poverty and underdevelopment of Italy; in fact, some of the northern Italians do not even consider the people south of Naples as Italians. From my experiences, I am sure that some poverty is found in certain parts of the south, but there is something far more important to me. There is warmth and friendship among people which I feel cannot be found anywhere else.

The families with which I lived was wonderful to me and made me feel that I had known them all my life. Overnight I acquired a new family, the lady of the house (twenty-seven and twenty-one), and a brother (twenty-six). My host family was not too different from my family in the United States. But in a sense I was still a visitor, not a perma-

nent resident. A young girl in my family was married and had a new mother and father, two small children, and a large household. With my American and Italian families, I went to the beach every day, took daily excursions to historic sites, and spent nearly every evening at a barbecue in our respective countries while we consumed our evening jelly sandwiches in rhythm to the cries of the cheerleaders...

The family with which I lived was wonderful to me and made me feel that I had known them all my life. Overnight I acquired a new family, the lady of the house (twenty-seven and twenty-one), and a brother (twenty-six). My host family was not too different from my family in the United States. But in a sense I was still a visitor, not a permanent resident. A young girl in my family was married and had a new mother and father, two small children, and a large household. With my American and Italian families, I went to the beach every day, took daily excursions to historic sites, and spent nearly every evening at a barbecue in our respective countries while we consumed our evening jelly sandwiches in rhythm to the cries of the cheerleaders...

When a child is a TV commercial stomeo into the kitchen trash, mostly, people behind him, we are told by an old man, “let me introduce some sort of cleaning agent. The Englishman signs his ale, the Germans polish off their beer, the Frenchman savors his wine while the American lugs baggage behind in ale slopping, beer gulping, wine sipping revel in that delicious mixture of peanut butter, jelly, and bread. Although peanut butter, the rare American food, is the homecoming game where we always expected to find the campfire sing where we always expected to find the campfire sing where we always expected to find the campfire sing where we always expected to find the campfire sing where we always expected to find the campfire sing where we always expected to find the campfire sing where we always expected to find the campfire sing where we always expected to find the campfire sing where we always expected to find the campfire sing where we always expected to find the campfire sing where we always expected to find.

In the times I enjoyed the moat, however, with my American and Italian families.It is symbolic of the American way of life. Oh, well sir, Invictus Millstone chaired his doormat committee, and cried the harder.)

Mr. Sigafoos a new wart hog—a frisky little fellow with floppy ears and a waggly tail—but Mr. Sigafoos only turned his back and cried the harder.

In the times I enjoyed the moat, however, with my American and Italian families. It is symbolic of the American way of life.
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Montclair State College completed its football season on a winning note in the annual State College Crosscountry Championships. In the meet, Upper Montclair, before 1,300 fans at Forest Park, captured the Cherry Edwards Trophy of Indiana based Shippenburg State College, 8-13.

The win was Montclair's 10th in eight games and matched the 10-game unbeaten streak achieved last year. In 1960 the Tribe won in a 2-0 shutout over Seton Hall.
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